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In 1963 the phase 3 Vanguard Six engine started a new life 
powering the Triumph 2000, the twin downdraft Solex 
carbs were replaced by twin side draft 150 CD Zenith 
Strombergs. Power increased from 80 to 90 BHP. 

The term ‘150’ is a decimal fraction for 1.5 inches, or 38.1 
mm, and ‘CD’ stands for constant depression. 150 is the 
internal diameter of the carb in the throttle butterfly area, 
the intake throat ID measuring 35.8 mm. 

The Zenith Stromberg designed and developed by Denis 
Barbet (Standard Triumph) and Harry Cartwrite (Zenith) in 
order to break SU's patents – More can be read about this 
on Wikipedia. 

The Stromberg spec was basically the same until 1967, 
although some of the earliest used an aluminum ‘Screw 
Bushing Retaining’.   

 

This was soon substituted for brass, as aluminum could 
seize into the carb body. 

Early versions used 7A needles, plastic throttle spindle 
couplings, spindles were drilled to suit. 

There can’t be many cars that used as many different carburettors as the Triumph 2000 range during their 
production run. It can be difficult for owners to identify what carbs are fitted, and indeed even the early 70’s 
factory parts catalogue loses track of what was used. There appear to be 9 versions of externally different 

appearance used in the UK market which are the subject of this article. If you split needle differences for the 
2000 & 2.5 SU’s, then there are 12 different versions or 24 if you consider there is a front or rear carb.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_Triumph
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SU_Carburetter
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Floats were solid on early versions and nylon on later.  
These are said to be interchangeable 

 At MB70,000 – the open crankcase breather  

was replaced by a closed circuit breather system.  

The needles changed to 6J, throttle couplings became 
spring steel, and ‘Ring Retaining Diaphragms’ became 
heavier. 

 

 

 

 

 

In late 1969 the 2000 MKII was launched. The Stromberg 
then became the CDS, the encumbrance of the choke bar 
was removed from the throat, and replaced with an 
external choke module.  The bolt thread retaining the air 
filter box was changed from 5/16 UNF to 5/16 UNC at this 
point. 

This in my view the CDS was the ultimate Stromberg carb, 
then at ME24602 developments took a change for the 
worse the CD3 was applied.  

These tamper proof versions required a special tool to 
adjust the mixture 

 

 

(Continued on page 26) 
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This is basically a long Allen key with a locating sleeve 
which raised and lowered the ‘biased’ B5BU needle. The 
pin to lift the air valve which assists in adjusting the 
mixture was also removed at this point.  

At ME50,000 the closed circuit breather diaphragm unit 
was replaced by breather stubs directly into the carb body, 
needles changed to B5DG, also at this point the throttle 
mechanism was altered, using a longer rear spindle  

2000’s also switched from flat top to dome pistons, and the 
head raised from 3.300” to 3.400” so was basically 
rationalized to use a PI head. 

At around 1973 the Stromberg CDSE was applied. Needles 
changed to B5CB, a temperature compensator module was 
added and the manifold gaskets changed. 

Then for 1974 models the SUHS4 1½” carbs were applied. 
This was an odd ball one year only application, and was 
also applied to the 2.5, now known as the ‘2500’ , similar to 
the late PI but the compression was dropped from 9.5 to 
8.5:1 and the 2500 engine number became MM. Both used 
a 256 degree camshaft, with the 2500 having more cam lift. 
Performance of the 74 models wasn’t spectacular. The air 
filters and inlet manifold are also unique to that year. 
2000’s used an ABL needle, and the 2500 an ABU.  The 
intake throat face of the HS4 measures around 35.25mm. 

Then the 1975 models were launched - 2000TC, 2500TC  
2.5S  

All used a short 240 degree duration 10 50 camshaft. The 
2000TC engine number became ML. 

Carbs changed to 1¾” (44.45mm) SUHS6, an altogether 
tidier set up, with a re-designed longer inlet manifold with 
more evenly balanced flow. The intake throat diameter is 
41.25mm. The 2000TC used BCY needles and the 2500TC & 
S BDBs. Despite the engine being moved to the left, there 
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was no room for pancake style air filters, so an air collector 
was used with a remote single filter at the front of the 
engine bay. 

For 1976 the HS6 carbs were modified, the open idle screw 
became enclosed 

The Waxstat jets were also applied  

TIPS ON USE 

Most of my experience has been with Stromberg equipped 
cars, and these are some of the problems I have 
experienced and sometimes cured. 

The car is parked in the garage with more than half a tank 
of fuel, and the garage smells of petrol, the carbs are 
often damp with petrol underneath. 

Strombergs are prone to this, fitting new float valves often 
makes no difference, minute particles in the float valve will 
compound this kind of problem which can be intermittent. 

An additional in line fuel filter or Viton tipped float valves 
may help but not always cure…. 

Cruising along at 70 MPH then the car starts to lose 
power, one backs off the throttle, re applies and 
momentarily the power returns, then lost again.  

This is typically caused by shards of fuel hose blocking the 
float valve. The float bowl can be dropped, the float valve 
dropped out and blown through. Purge the fuel lines 
through with the petrol pump priming lever to clear any 
residual debris from the fuel lines. Keep a carb service kit in 
the glovebox in case the float gasket rips. Ensure the float 
fulcrum pin is fitted as shown otherwise it can ride out. 
CAUTION don’t break the lug off the carb body when 
removing the float valve! 

Big power loss under load, feels like running out of fuel -  

Check the inner face of the air filter box isn’t fitted upside 
down, as this blocks the vents to the float chamber which 
then pressurizes. 

The car stalls when braking hard when hot  

Float level is too high and the carburettors too hot. Whilst 
the workshop manuals recommend setting the Stromberg 
float level to 18mm, I recommend 19mm. When the float 
level is high, and the carburettors hot, the action of 
braking, or even pulling away causes the fuel to slosh 
around and contact hot surfaces. The fuel then 
evaporates / boils and ejects through float chamber vent 
on the front face of the carb, this then gets sucked back 
into the engine causing it to flood and stall. Use full throttle 
to re start. I have had to resort to pouring cold water over 
Strombergs in hot weather after a heat soak, to get the 
engine to re-start. 

Solutions can be to make a heat shield to screen the float 
bowls from radiant exhaust manifold heat, and/or to have 
the Exhaust manifold ceramic coated. I have used a 
company called Zircotec to carry out this process. It is also 
advisable to retain a crankshaft driven cooling fan on carb 
models 

High oil consumption from the dashpot, CD3 onward 

The brass screw within the dashpot that adjusts the 
mixture has an external O ring which hardens with age, 
New O rings are found in a service kit.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Continued on page 28) 
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Remove the needle and punch the adjuster screw out with 
a long pin punch. Once the O ring is replaced, drop the 
adjuster screw and collar washer back, punch in the barbed 
washer to retain, also found in a service kit  

Poor Cold Starting CDS - CDSE 

Usually caused by a displaced gasket on the cold start 
module on CDS CD3 & CDSE. 
Examine and re-new. 

Idle is too fast, despite idle screws being backed off. 

Other air leaks aside, spindles are prone to wear on 1.5 
Strombergs and best replaced every 50,000 miles. Their 
diameter is only around 7mm, whereas SU’s are 8mm. The 
throttle butterflies also wear in the area around the 
spindle. During replacement ensure the throttles are fully 
shut with the idle screw backed off.  

To avoid sideward load on the butterflies, lightly tighten 
the spindle coupling clamps before synchronization and 
setting idle. 

SUHS6 – no vacuum advance? 

I have seen instances where there is no vacuum at the 
advance take off on HS6s due to a manufacturing error. 

A simple test is to suck on the plastic pipe distributor end 
with the throttle open, as the drilling should exit in the 
throttle butterfly area.  

If there is no air flow it may be that there is no drilling 
through beyond the small steel take off pipe. Remove the 
carb examine further and drill if necessary. 

Use without vacuum advance will result in a loss of fuel 
economy and low end torque. 

SUHS6 un-drivable 

I have had many requests for help when owners have 
removed the SUHS6 air collector box, and attempted to fit 
go faster pancake filters. This often happens when the 
engine is transplanted into a kit car or sports car. The 
engine would start, idle, but not accelerate… 

The HS6 carb without the air collector fitted will flow 
143CFM, and when the collector is fitted flows 106CFM. 
The carb is ‘jetted’ to run with the air collector, running 
without drastically upsets fuelling.  

Don’t get fooled by the high flow numbers, the factory 
camshaft will restrict power long before the carburettors 
flow potential. 

Which is best? 

For a 2000 I prefer the 1.5 Stromberg, as the throttle 
response is superior. 

For a 2.5 an SUHS6 is best due to its 1¾” size. 

The HS6 worked on the 2000TC mainly due to the 240 
degree duration cam which retained torque. On a modified 
2000 with a 270 degree cam or beyond, most will find an 
HS6 needs to be over revved to produce power, especial on 
a MKII with its bigger low velocity inlet manifold tracts. 

To get the best out of 1.5 Strombergs on a modified 
engine, I had some profiled induction stubs made on a 
lathe. Flow bench testing revealed a flow increase from 84 
to 91CFM . These stubs were retained to the inner plate of 
the air filter box with 4 countersunk screws. Drillings also 
had to be made to vent the float chamber and dashpot 
suction chamber. 

With the induction stubs fitted, it was not possible to use 
the pancake type filters. I cut off the 2 air hose stubs and 
fabricated a duct enabling a PI air filter to be attached to 
the front of the air box. This modification made a 
significant improvement to top end power on a MKI 2000 
with a 270 degree cam. 
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                NEEDLE PROFILE COMPARISON 2000 2.5 RANGE  

CD 150 MKI 
Early 

CD 150 
MKI Late 

CDS  CD3 CD3 CDSE  
SU HS4 

2000 
SU HS4 

2500 
 

SU  HS6 
2000 TC 

SU HS6 2.5 

7A 6J 5AW  B5BU B5DG B5CB  ABL ABU  BCY BDB 

0.0881 0.0880 0.0883  0.0881 0.0860 0.0863  0.0890 0.0890  0.0990 0.0990 

0.0821 0.0841 0.0845  0.0853 0.0845 0.0847  0.0855 0.0855  0.0960 0.0955 

0.0793 0.0799 0.0820  0.0830 0.0832 0.0833  0.0832 0.0834  0.0932 0.0932 

0.0773 0.0777 0.0792  0.0804 0.0805 0.0796  0.0810 0.0814  0.0911 0.0912 

0.0737 0.0748 0.0765  0.0783 0.0784 0.0767  0.0790 0.0795  0.0891 0.0895 

0.0695 0.0721 0.0734  0.0755 0.0762 0.0742  0.0770 0.0777  0.0874 0.0880 

0.0670 0.0693 0.0705  0.0725 0.0744 0.0717  0.0757 0.0759  0.0860 0.0865 

0.0648 0.0662 0.0683  0.0696 0.0732 0.0680  0.0745 0.0745  0.0850 0.0853 

0.0633 0.0628 0.0664  0.0678 0.0718 0.0674  0.0737 0.0730  0.0841 0.0844 

0.0616 0.0590 0.0649  0.0665 0.0705 0.0658  0.0730 0.0718  0.0835 0.0837 

0.0579 0.0555 0.0623  0.0552 0.0690 0.0643  0.0723 0.0710  0.0830 0.0830 

0.0549 0.0514 0.0596  0.0541 0.0690 0.0630  0.0715 0.0703  0.0827 0.0828 

0.0549 0.0500 0.0573  0.0540 0.0690 0.0630  0.0708 0.0695  0.0823 0.0824 

        0.0700 0.0688  0.0818 0.0820 

 
0.0694 0.0680  0.0815 0.0817 

Zenith Stromberg measurements are taken  
every 1/8" from top shoulder  

 
0.0686 0.0670  0.0810 0.0813 

 

 

To summarize: in my view the 1½” (38.1mm) carb is 
slightly too small, and the 1¾” (44.45mm) slightly too 
large. If I was a factory development engineer back in the 
day, I would have commissioned a 1 5/8” (41.27mm) carb 
to evaluate. 

Having said that, a road car is always better to drive with a 
carb that is slightly too small rather than too big. 

 

 


